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Preschoolers have a limited understanding of 
disasters such as a tornadoes, floods, and fires. This 
publication provides information about ways parents 
can help preschoolers cope with tragedy and stress. 

When a disaster occurs, whether natural or man-made, it 
affects everyone. At one point or another, most people have been 
affected, or know someone who has been affected, by a massive 
tornado, fire, drought, car accident, shootout, terrorist attack, or 
another calamity. Some of a tragedy’s obvious effects include 
fatalities, damage to properties, and suspension of people’s 
regular routines. All these can lead to a great deal of stress.

Adults try to make sense of what happened and do ev-
erything in their capacity to bring their lives back to normal. 
This is particularly true for parents caring for young children. 
At the same time that parents are having a challenging time 
comprehending the unfortunate circumstances themselves, 
they also need to assist their preschoolers, who may have 
an even more difficult time coping with tragedy and stress. 
Learning about ways to help preschoolers understand and 
cope with their emotions can help adults and children alike 
adjust better during and after a stressful event.

It is normal to feel intense and negative emotions such as 
grief, anger, and fear after a disaster. People lose their sense 
of security and question why it had to happen, why they are 
the ones who have been affected by it — and they fear that it 
may happen again anytime. Because adults may not be used to 
having these emotions, they may sometimes find it difficult to 
express them. However, children can find it even more difficult 
to express what they are feeling. Children age 5 and younger 
may not have the vocabulary for these emotions yet. They 
are still in the process of acquiring language, and the words 
they need to express themselves may not readily be available. 

It is very important to remember that while children may 
not verbally express feelings of fear or worry like adults do, 
they still feel these emotions. They may just express them 
in different ways, such as persistent crying, loss of appetite, 
tantrums, refusal to engage in activities they used to like, or 
being unusually quiet. It is also possible that children may feel 
scared and nervous but think that it is wrong to express these 
emotions, so they keep their worries and fears to themselves.

This is where adults can step in and help. As is true for 
adults, it is helpful if children are able to express their feelings 
in appropriate and effective ways. If not, it will be harder for 
them to feel better over time. These uncomfortable feelings 
may also manifest themselves in less desirable ways, such 
as getting sick, not participating in activities while in child 
care, or fighting with playmates. Parents and teachers can 
help children manage their emotions by doing the following.

Recognizing, Respecting, and 
Validating Children’s Feelings

•  It is helpful if adults recognize that the children may not
feel ok and affirm that what they feel is normal. Simply
dismissing the signs or the feeling of sadness is not going 
to help children cope with the tragedy. Feelings are neither
wrong nor right so adults should not criticize children
for feeling sad. It is important for adults to be sensitive,
nonjudgmental, and responsive; otherwise, children will 
be reluctant to express those feelings again.



•  Children look to adults for guidance in modeling a positive 
expression of fear or sadness. For example, a parent may 
say the following to his 3-year-old when he observes her 
crying a few days after their home was destroyed by a fire: 
“I noticed that you’ve been crying a lot lately. You are 
feeling sad because of what happened. That’s ok. What 
you’re feeling is normal — I, too, feel sad sometimes.” It 
is also likely that children may not even know what they 
are feeling so adults could ask them about their emotions 
and then help them to label their feelings: “Are you mad 
that your swing set was destroyed by the tornado? Are 
you feeling scared that a tornado will come again? Do 
you want to talk about it?”

Empathizing and Helping Children 
Cope with Their Emotions

•  After successfully identifying what children are feeling, 
the next step is to help them regulate this emotion. When 
speaking to children, parents and teachers should make 
sure that they show empathy and that the child knows 
that they are there to help. 

•  Adults also could suggest ways to help children feel bet-
ter: “If you’re feeling sad, please feel free to let me know 
so I can help you. If you like, we can go to your friend’s 
house and you can play there and feel better. We can read 
your favorite book together if you like.”

Responding to Children’s Questions  
Truthfully and Appropriately

The following tips are especially helpful if children will-
ingly speak and share their feelings. Young preschoolers may 
not be able to articulate their feelings or they could simply 
refuse to talk, depending on their temperament. Even then, 
adults can still help children manage their emotions. 

•  Children may have a lot of questions about the disaster. 
However, many adults ban all painful topics from family 
conversations, and this could intensify children’s fears. 
On the other hand, adults may be willing to talk about 
disasters, but if caught unprepared they may unwittingly 
make children feel worse with what they say. 

•  When adults respond appropriately to children’s con-
cerns and questions, it can soothe their anxieties. They 
should make sure to explain the events and their answers 
in words children understand. Generally, in answering 
children’s questions, it is important to be honest, even 
if the answer is painful. Preschoolers may be young but 
they are capable thinkers and learners, so avoid giving 
unrealistic and fictional answers like “Don’t be afraid, 
Superman will come to the rescue.” 

•  Adults should not be afraid to admit to children that they 
do not know all the answers to their questions. They can 
tell childen that they will try to find out the answers from 
other adults. However, do not press unsettling information 
if the children do not ask for it again. 

•  Although it is good that preschoolers know what is going 
on around them, letting children watch explicit images on 
television at a young age may only contribute to night-
mares and further anxiety. This also could negatively 
impact their ability to recover from the tragedy. 

•  If needed, adults also should encourage children to ask 
questions. Sometimes, children’s imaginations are more 
frightening than reality. Encourage them to speak up and 
ask questions so that adults can help clarify their thoughts.

•  Keenly and carefully observe children’s nonverbal as 
well as verbal language because it may reveal what they 
are actually feeling. An adult’s observations can serve 
as a conversation starter with childen, and that could 
encourage them to open up and talk about their feelings.

•  Make sure to provide a safe, calm, and warm environ-
ment where children feel safe to express their emotions. 
Also, receiving physical reassurance like hugs could help 
them feel secure and comforted, which could lead them 
to feel that they can trust the environment and express 
their feelings honestly. Be ready to consistently provide 
reassurance and comfort to children to ease their anxieties.

•  Adults also can share their own feelings and fears with 
children. Children who hear that the adults feel the way 
they do can help them realize even more that their feel-
ings are normal. However, make sure not to over share 
details or say things children did not ask for. Information 
that may further scare children is better left unsaid (e.g., 
the city lost more than 100 people in this tornado, or all 
of the Wilson’s cattle died during the flood).

•  Adults can be good models of emotional regulation for 
children. Adults should stay calm and try their best to man-
age their own stresses and concerns. Children take their 
cues on how to deal with stressful situations from adults. 
If children see that the adults are constantly anxious and 
weary, they may think that they should also feel that way. 
Adults who show and tell children that they also are trying 
to cope with what happened and that so far they’ve been 
coping well tells the children that they, too, can cope.



•  Encourage and let children play. Play is considered to be 
one of children’s languages and is one way preschoolers 
can express and release their feelings. How children play 
could reveal their emotions as they project their own 
feelings to their toys. Parents and teachers can play with 
children or unobtrusively observe from a short distance 
to check if their playing reveals any indication of their 
feelings. Adult observations from the play could then be 
used as a possible springboard for conversation with the 
children, hopefully leading to the children expressing any 
negative feelings. Because playing comes very naturally 
to children, it can also serve as an effective distraction. 
Instead of worrying and feeling sad, children can divert 
their energy and attention to playing.

•  If children enjoy creative arts, adults can help them 
express themselves through drawing, coloring, writing, 
molding clay, and using other art materials. Like play, 
children may express their inner world in this medium. 
Note that some children could feel more comfortable and 
expressive when they are independently working. When 
children are ready to share their feelings, adults should 
be readily available and responsive to them.

•  Adults should do their best to go back to the family’s or 
school’s regular routines. If this is not possible, establish 
new ones. Having a regular schedule or routine can help 
children feel more secure and more in control, and this 
helps them recover. Routines can focus on simple things 
such as sleeping times, eating times, and school, work, or 
playtime. Though there are many things people cannot 
control or foresee, knowing what regularly happens in a 
day gives children a sense of security and normalcy. 

•  Adults should involve preschoolers in the family’s or 
school’s efforts to recover from or prepare for a disaster. 
They should remember to assign safe and age-appropriate 
tasks that the children could both learn from and enjoy. 
Adults should also let children know that they appreciate 
their efforts to help. Pulling together through a difficult time 
will strengthen the family, the school, and the community 
in ways that will last long after the crisis is resolved.

Summary

Adults should remember that preschoolers have limited 
understanding of disasters, and this may lead them to experi-
ence difficulty managing and expressing their negative emo-
tions. During a stressful time, children need adults’ extended 
patience and understanding more than ever. 

Adults can use different strategies to help children cope 
and feel better post-disaster. Children heavily rely on the car-
ing adults around them to better comprehend the situation. To 
cope with and regulate their emotions, children need all the 
assurance and security adults can provide. If children show 
symptoms that are severe and long lasting, adults should not 
be afraid to seek professional advice and should contact a 
physician or mental health agency.
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Here are additional resources that provide information 
on helping children of different ages cope after a disaster: 
 
Nebraska Extension, University of Nebraska–Lincoln

 Help your Preschooler Deal with Family Stress  
and Drought:
http://droughtresources.unl.edu/Preschoolerstress
 

The National Child Traumatic Stress Network
http://www.nctsnet.org/trauma-types/natural-disasters

 National Association for the Education of Young Children
 https://www.naeyc.org/newsroom/Resources_on_cop-
ing_with_disasters

Red Cross
 http://www.redcross.org/images/MEDIA_CustomPro-
ductCatalog/m14740413_Helping_children_cope_
with_disaster_-_English.pdf  

Federal Emergency Management Agency
https://www.fema.gov/coping-disaster 

Ready
http://www.ready.gov/kids/parents/coping 

Books are also a great way to help children recognize, label, 
and identify their emotions and the feelings of others. The fol-
lowing are three great books adults can use with preschoolers 
to introduce various emotions and feelings or help children 
connect with characters who have also faced natural disasters:

•   Glad Monster Sad Monster by Emberley  
& Anne Miranda

•   Clifford and the Big Storm by Norman Bridwell
•   When Fuzzy Was Afraid of Big and Loud Things  

by Inger M. Maier

Visit child.unl.edu for additional resources and informa-
tion on a range of other child development topics.

Note: This NebGuide was written with the assumption 
that the adults who will be helping children cope with a di-
saster have already recovered or have initially found help for 
themselves. The strategies mentioned in this publication are 
not meant to address problems that happen during or right 
after a disaster (e.g., lack of shelter, food, etc.). Rather, these 
tips are most helpful when the child is in the recovery phase 

or when there is only a mild to moderate level of disruption 
in the daily lives of the family and/or the community.
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